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Vasylenko A. Interactive methods of training of social care teachers to be for 
occupational guidance of students in school

This article deals with training of teachers to be for career-oriented work with 
students in school due to the introduction of specialized training of students. Analysis of 
recent researches of socio-pedagogical nature revealed that there was noticed in them a 
distinct reflection of the problem concerning training of teachers to be for career-oriented 
work, defined the purpose, objectives, the content and interactive methods of such training. 
However, in schools they don’t carry out sufficient occupational guidance of students.

On the basis of analysis of interrelated concepts of “community “, “interactive“,  
technique” there was determined the definition of interactive methods of training of social 
care teachers to be for occupational guidance of students in school.

The essence of interactive methods of training of social care teachers to be for career-
oriented work is revealed (constant active engagement of all participants, students are 
trained for collective and group organization of collaboration, cooperation); the choice of 
interactive methods is grounded (implement the ideas of collaboration, communication, teach 
constructive cooperation, develop the ability to formulate and express one’s own opinion, 
disclose arguments); the features of the use of these methods in cooperative learning in
groups are specified (positive interdependence, personal interaction: joint activities: 
individual and group accountability and development of skills of interpersonal 
communication in small groups; processing (analysis, processing) of data concerning the
activities of the group and identification of ways to improve the efficiency of the given work).

It was determined that to improve the training of social care workers to be for career 
oriented work one should apply certain interactive methods. So, in order to train for 
professional information perception there was used group discussion that contributes to the 
development of the initiative and communication skills. Interactive gaming techniques have 
been used in training for professional advice rendering, which is based on a scientifically 
organized system of social care teacher interaction as an expert providing occupational 
guidance with the student who needs help in choosing a profession. Problem type assignments 
directed the mental activity of students, prompted to information retrieval activity for 
obtaining knowledge concerning professional selection. The method of situations for the 
purpose of professional situations modeling in business, simulation games, playing different 
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roles (profession consultant, moderator, and profession informant) enriched the experience of 
social care teachers to be at the expense of constructing skills. Using interactive methods 
made it possible to train social care teachers to be for occupational guidance of students to 
attain a series of educational objectives: to encourage positive motivation, valuable attitude 
and interest in social and educational activities of vocational guidance; update the existing 
knowledge of professional consultation, provide new information about the profession in 
various forms (facts, types and system understanding).

Key words: interactive methods, social care teachers, career guidance, profession 
consultation, profession information, profession selection, cooperation.
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